
That Moment
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“Run away from the T. Rex and pretend you’re scared, like it’s chasing after you,” my father instructed while pointing his camera

toward me and the life-size model of the dinosaur. I paused, laughed, probably rolled my eyes and begrudgingly channelled my

best inner Jurassic Park actress face under the hot Cuban sun.

You’d think this is a memory from years ago: a dad and daughter travelling together, taking silly photos in front of prehistoric

animals. Think again. Here I was, just last year, nearing 30 as my 60-year-old father directed my comedic dinosaur photo shoot.

Even weirder? The 200 dinosaur replicas here were apparently built by a group of prison inmates in the 80s. This amused my

father, a retired police detective. To be honest, I’m not sure why the Cubans decided to build all these dinosaurs here or why

prisoners were the ones to craft them. Although it sure adds to the oddity and mystery of the place.

My dad and I were circumnavigating the country together on a small passenger ship. One of our stops was Santiago de Cuba,

where we took an excursion to the panoramic lookout of La Gran Piedra, La Granjita Siboney National Monument and Valle de la

Prehistoria—a.k.a. Cuba’s Jurassic Park— inside Bocanao National Park.
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The inmates built more than 200 dinosaurs at this prehistoric-themed tourist attraction to match their original sizes and shapes.

The statues are incredibly detailed and life-like; the land they sit on is expansive and empty. The concrete models, although fading

from years spent under the Cuban sun, are quite impressive—from their sheer size (the brontosaurus stretches 14 metres high)

to the way they’ve been placed across the open �elds of wild vegetation (some are in plain view, others are tucked behind a tree

or in a pond to mimic the animals in their natural habitat).

I got this feeling, standing in the middle of this massive, 11-hectare park, surrounded by land, water and these enormous

creatures, that this is how it would have looked 200 million years ago. Or, at the very least, this is how it would have looked on the

set of Jurassic Park in the 90s.
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There were no other tourists visiting, and I got the distinct impression that, because Valle de la Prehistoria is off the beaten path,

it’s rarely visited. It wasn’t commercialized; there was no gift shop, no tour guides. Disney hadn’t taken over. It was simply me, my

dad and 200 dinosaurs.
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I voiced my appreciation for this middle-of-nowhere gem to my father. However, he disagreed.

“How can people appreciate how amazing this place is if they don’t know about it?”

We live in a culture of travel where �nding that hole-in-the-wall or hidden gem is a badge of

honour. There is a �ne line between wanting to keep a place secret and special and out of all the

guidebooks and wanting to share it with the world, so another father and daughter can experience

the same magic.

But, what they say is true: dad is always right. To not share the absurdity of dinosaurs built by

prisoners in the middle of nowhere in Cuba would be, well, absurd.

Leave us a Comment!

Your TERN
Have a special moment from your travels that you want to share? Find out how to submit your story.
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